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We are a bandwidth infrastructure provider delivering
secure and reliable private connectivity across Europe.
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private connect
The data driven world we live in demands greater accessibility, reliability and security of information.
Private Connect uses dedicated fibre and equipment to create a solution that is tailored to you.
Private Connect provides you with the flexibility to own your own network and to keep the physical
access control, while benefiting from our expertise in managing and operating a fibre infrastructure.
By utilising our industry partnerships with equipment vendors, you can enable cost efficiencies within
your own business and have a more secure, future-proof network.
Private Connect provides solutions for disaster recovery, business continuity and Cloud-based
services using LAN and SAN technologies. Whether it is a single point-to-point connection, diverse
routing or a multi-site ring, Private Connect can connect all of your sites and data centres for the
applications your business needs.
Security

no one is sharing your network, it’s just you and your data. Private equipment will be
installed at your chosen sites within your racks. Additional security features that can be
added include in-flight encryption providing additional data protection.

Flexibility

you can choose between point-to-point or diverse, protected or unprotected solutions.
It’s also up to you on what equipment provider you use and the capacity from day one.

Bespoke

your network can connect two or ten sites; these can be office locations, data centres
and can include 3rd party fibre for off-net data centres, buildings or regions. They can be
connected by a topology of choice, Ring, Mesh, Any to Any; the design that works for you.

Scalability

your day one capacity isn’t fixed; your network can grow with you. As you require more
bandwidth to continue expanding your business, your network capabilities can be
increased. From 1Gbps to multiple 100G, the network is there for your business.

Performance Private Connect uses technology which inherits Layer 1 performance. This means your
network uses less active components whilst providing you with full data transparency,
a lower latency and removes interoperability concerns.
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our network

contact us

At the core of our service is our network. We own
and operate high capacity fibre networks in many
of Europe’s key business centres as well as a truly
diverse and triverse backbone network.

UK:
Germany:
Ireland:
Netherlands:
France:
Switzerland:

We continue to invest in our footprint, adding new
capabilities to sites in cities as well as new routes
between cities and expanding our fibre reach.

+44 20 7952 1300
+49 69 905540
+353 1 652 1 200
+31 20 354 8080
+33 628 094 963
+41 79 784 33 70
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